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With this issue we see the start of another series of articles on Dual Seat Vampires (more on these in later 
issues). I have also returned yet again to our C.A.C Sabre series of article with a some technical drawings 
and under wing stores. There are quite a few other contributions from various people as listed on the index 
below. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one 
should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.     
 
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this 
issue, in particular the following - Rod Blievers, Dave Edwards, Mick Mirkovic, Errol Ohara Dick Hourigan, 
Matthew Ward, Clarke Cone, Ley Reynolds, & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos credited to these 
individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written permission. I also am 
grateful to Gary Byk from Red Roo and Phillipe Listermann for the review material. 
 
The 3rd issue of 2008 (volume 22), is due at the end of Sept. Don't forget that all and any contributions to 
this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to the editorial address (P.O Box and email 
listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.   
 
 

Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
 
 
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted 
and cannot be reproduced without written permission 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
       Ryde Ex-Services Club 
       724 Victoria Road 
       Ryde NSW 2112 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
 
       If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

In this part of our series of material on the C.A.C Sabre, we will 
give the aircraft colour schemes a break this issue and concentrate 
on technical matters - cockpit, under carraige , wheel wells etc and 
some under wing stores. Included here are 4 pages of drawings 
from the aircraft manual which we last ran back in 1991, some ad-
ditional Manual material from Dick Hourigan and armament photos 
from Errol Ohara. 
 
 Dick advises that cockpit interiors were not overall matt Black (an 
impression that we repeated in 1991) but  a Light Grey interior 
overall with Black only on the instrument panels and consoles. I 
have amended our first scan over page to reflect this.  I'll let the 
scans mostly tell the story this time. 
 
Editor's Note 
 
 Thanks to Dick Hourigan for the manual scans and info and Errol 
Ohara who contributed a disk of great shots of types that he 
worked on as ground crew during his RAAF service - Vampire, Me-
teor, Sabre & Mirages. 
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By Steve Mackenzie 

Sabre A94-987  at a public display showing various under wing stores available. Photo: Errol Ohara 
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Working on the Cannons. Not all pylons were striped like that, but this style was often seen at Butterworth. Photo: Errol Ohara. 
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The following manual scans are from Dick, and being reprints of actual photos show the light Grey/ Black interior colour 
scheme to advantage.. 
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Sabres –  fitting the 20lb practice bombs to the rack and the fitment of under wing drop tanks. Photos: Errol Ohara 
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And finally 3 more from Errol showing various re-arming operations. Photos: Errol Ohara 
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US Navy Landing Craft Air Cushion (LCAC) #16, photographed dur-
ing an excercise, believed to be near HMAS Stirling (Garden Island) 
W.A in 2002. These things are BIG, being used to land Armour etc 
across the beach during a landing.  
 
Editor's Notes - Mick sent these images which had been do-
nated to the AHMWA a while ago. This issue gives me a chance for 
us to run them for the wider audience. I have put these under Naval 
on the index, but they could just as easily been classified under sev-
eral headuings due to the nature of these things.(Steve) 
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via Mick Mirkovic 
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Fig.2 - K3153, 'R', RAF College Cranwell, 1930s. 
 
Basically the same colour scheme as K1996 above but with the production style of exhaust pipe. Code ’R’ is Black, and the wheel hubs quartered 
Red/Silver.  References: 'The History of Britian's Military Training Aircraft' Page 71. Publisher Haynes & Co Ltd. 

 As we had a high quality base drawing for the RAAF Hawker Demon 
articles it is a fairly minor job to convert it into other variants of the 
extensive Hawker Hart family. In this and the next issue, I am going to 
show a number of colour schemes for one of the lesser known mem-
bers of the family, the Hawker Hart Trainer. This was a version of the 
Hart that was specifically built for the training of RAF pilots (it was the 
main training type pre WW.II) and over 500 airframes were built. It is a 
relatively easy conversion from another member of the related Hart 
tribe. 
 
 The Hart Trainer had a distinctive long exhaust pipe design, which 
exhausts just below the lower wing. It had dual pilot cockpits and wind-
screens with full dual controls. All armament was eliminated, with the 
forward machine gun troughs faired over. Early production examples 
had the tail skid of the Hart, but the later ones had a tail wheel (like our 
Demons). All except the first batch had the wing sweep changed from 
5 Deg on the Hart, to 2.5 Deg to alleviate a change in the centre of 

gravity which occurred when the weight of armament was removed. A 
large number were built with an additional tropical radiator in the upper 
nose for use in the Middle East.  
 
Colour Schemes: The initial scheme used was similar to that of the 
RAAF's Demons prewar - overall Aluminium doped  with polished 
metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). Later from 1937 
that was changed to overall trainer Yellow with polished metal panels. 
Not long before the war, camouflage started being introduced in differ-
ent forms (those will mainly be covered next issue). Standard RAF 
roundels of the time were carried (in six positions) plus rudder stripes 
(mainly on the Aluminium doped scheme). Serials were mostly Black 
(but were outlined in White on rudders). 
 
More next issue, mainly fully camouflaged types and a number of Mid-
dle East examples.\\ 
 

Fig.1 - K1996, Hart trainer prototype,  Mar 1932. 
 
This was converted from a Hawker Audax, thus it does not have the distinctive long exhaust pipes of the production Trainers, rather six individ-
ual short exhaust pipes. fin & rudder. Overall Aluminium doped scheme as discussed above. References: Aeroplane Monthly Aug 1981 and 
'The History of Britian's Military Training Aircraft' Publisher Haynes & Co Ltd. 

!
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By Steve Mackenzie 
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Fig.4 - K3747, 24 (Comm) Sqn RAF, late 1930s. 
A Trainer in use with 24 Communications Squadron RAF in basically the same colour scheme as the ones previous but without rudder stripes in 
this instance. Sqn badge on fin in Black/White/Brown. Black ’24’. Reference: Once again another photo from the Internet. 

Fig.3 - K3154, 601 Sqn RAF, mid 1930s. 
It was common for Hart Bomber units to have a Trainer or two on strength for various purposes. This one belonged to 601 Sqn in basically the 
same colour scheme as K1996 and K3153 above with the addition of Blue wheel covers (probably to indicate which Flight it belonged to), and 
Red 601 Sqn sword on the fin. Reference: Photo from the Internet that I can't reproduce due to copyright considerations. 

Fig.5 - K2456, 24 (Comm) Sqn RAF, late 1930s. 
Also in use with 24 Communications Squadron RAF in basically the same colour scheme as before this is an odd one. Although at first glance a 
standard Trainer (as has been claimed elsewhere) due to the exhausts and lack of armament, strictly it is not. The airframe has been converted from 
a Hart bomber, which you can tell from the point that the cockpits are non standard and too close together for a Trainer, and the rear fuselage panel-
ling is that of a Hart Bomber. Red ‘24’, fin marking and wheel hubs. Still interesting however. Reference: Once again another photo from the Internet. 
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Fig.7 - K5834, No.7 FTS (Flying Training School) RAF, Peterborough, 1938 
Similar to the example above, but with the tail skid. Red wheel hubs. References: Aeroplane Monthly Aug 1981 and 'The History of Britian's Mili-
tary Training Aircraft' Publisher Haynes & Co Ltd. 

Fig.6 - K4927, No.3 FTS (Flying Training School) RAF, Peterborough, 1938. 
Our first example in the Yellow training scheme as per notes on the previous page, and also the first to have a tail wheel. There is a blind flying 
hood fitted in the reference photo, so I have included that on the drawing. Red wheel hubs and fuselage band. Black ‘4’. Reference: Aeroplane 
Monthly Aug 1981 Page 427. 

Fig.8 - K6528, No.16 EFTS (Elemantary Flying Training School) RAF, Shoreham, 1938 
From the 'Munich Crisis' in 1938 onwards, the RAF started adding camouflage to it's training aircraft. The most common early scheme had camou-
flaged upper surfaces (standard RAF Dark Green and Dark Earth) with Yellow lower surfaces as per this example. This is a quite attractive scheme 
on the Hart types. Reference: 'The History of Britian's Military Training Aircraft' Page 75. Publisher Haynes & Co Ltd. 
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Historical Notes 
 
 Until the 1960s the road network in much of the world was basic to 
non-existant, which meant that good's transport relied heavily on rail-
ways and canals. Large long rivers such as the Dnieper, Yangste and 
Danube were of major importance in this regard, and the various Gov-
ernments along their course deployed armed vessels to assert sover-
eignty, patrol borders, assist custom services and in time of war, sup-
port land forces. 
 
 As the major Central European power pre 1918, the Austro-
Hungarian Empire maintained a strong naval force on the Danube, 
with Monitors being the main operational type from the late 1870s 
until the end of W.W.I. At this time the surviving Monitors were 
handed to emerging states such as Yugoslavia and Hungary or 
passed to Rumania as war reparations. Virtually all had long, eventful 
careers post 1918.  
 
The Drawings 
 
 This series will illustrate some of the many Monitor designs used on 
the Danube with brief notes on the individual ship's career. 
 

1) S.M.S SARA (Sisterships S.M.S Bosna ex SMS Temes II, which 
was 63.4mr long overall but otherwise identical) 
 
Displacement: 600 tonnes 
Length: 61.0 mr 
Beam: 10.3 mr 
Draught: 1.30 mr 
Complement: 91 Officers and men 
Armament: 2 x 120mm in front turret, 2 x 70mm in after turret, 2 x 
120mm L/10 howitzer, 2 x 47mm QF plus 6 machine guns 
 
 
Career: Launched at Linz Schiffwerft 1915 
In action against Serbian forces 1915 
Guard ship at Budapest 1916 
Escort duty along the Danube 1917 
Seized by Serbian Forces 1918 
Transferred to Rumanian Navy 1920 and renamed 'Bucovina' 
Siezed by the Soviet Navy 1944 and renamed 'Izmail' 
Returned to Rumania 1950, fate unknown 
 
 As launched SMS Sara had a full lattice aft mast with spotting posi-
tion, which could be folded aft to allow the ship to pass under bridges. 
This had been removed by 1918. 

�$������%&���'��	�������	�(�

By Ley Reynolds 
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 For an aircraft that would eventually form the backbone of the Aero 
Club movement in the 1950’s and 1960’s, the Chipmunk’s introduction 
into Australia was a painfully protracted affair. 
 
 De Havilland Australia had been extensively demonstrating VH-BFT, 
their Canadian-built DHC-1A-1 (the so-called “lightweight Chipmunk”). 
Finally, after two year’s solid effort, it was sold to what was then the 
Newcastle Aero Club. Whilst most potential purchasers readily ad-
mired the types’ “modern” features, its robust structure and superb 
handling, all had balked at the price. 
 
 Not to be outdone, the RACNSW purchased a further DHC-1A-1, this 
one a second-hand example that had been flying in the UK (VH-AFR). 
Meanwhile the West Australians took the bold step of ordering from 
the UK two new Mk.21’s – these were the civil-certified version of the 
RAF’s T.10, then just entering production. Both the T.10 and Mk.21 
were a marked upgrade over the DHC-1A-1. 
 
 For the next few years little changed, and may never have changed at 
all but for the decision taken in the UK in 1953 to disband in its entirety 
the RAF’s Reserve Command. The result was the closure of some 27 
Flying Schools; suddenly a vast fleet of recently introduced Chipmunks 
were available for disposal. The Aero Clubs were quick to grasp the 
significance of this windfall, for here were either near-new or in some 
cases simply brand-new aircraft available at a fraction of the previously 
quoted prices. They acted in concert; from 1955 on a vast flood of 
Chipmunks was entering the country. 
 
 Subsequently the Chipmunk appeared on the flight line of virtually 
every Aero Club and Flying School across the country. The distribution 
is interesting, in that a few of the larger clubs had the lion’s share of 
the fleet, though virtually every smaller club or school had one or two 
each. If one were to take a “snapshot” in 1960 of the seventy one (71) 
Chipmunks then appearing on the Civil Aircraft Register, it would re-
veal the following ownership breakdown: 
 
Royal Aero Club of WA (Inc) 10 aircraft 
 
Royal Victorian Aero Club 10 
 
Royal Aero Club of SA 6 
 
Royal Newcastle Aero Club 8 
 
Royal Aero Club of NSW 8 
 
Tasmanian Aero Club 4 
 
Aero Club of Southern Tasmania 4 
 
LaTrobe Valley Aero Club 3 
 
Darling Downs Aero Club 3 
 
Smaller Aero Clubs, i.e. with 1 or 2 each* 9 
 
Commercial/Private Operators 6 
 
 * The smaller Aero Clubs included the Broken Hill, Canberra, Gilgan-
dra, Goulburn, Narromine, Northern Territory and South Coast Aero 
Clubs. 
 
 From the modeller’s perspective, there were some interesting and 
distinctive schemes as the clubs attempted, to varying degrees, to 
indicate their ownership. Initially most clubs initially retained the origi-
nal RAF colour scheme, though now devoid of national insignia and 
yellow trainer bands. The aircraft were painted Silver overall with Black 
anti-dazzle panels, even retaining their service stencils. At first club 
ownership was indicated in a minimalistic fashion (if at all) by badges 
and/or a coloured trim. 
 
 Following the RACWA’s lead, most major clubs started painting their 

aircraft in very distinctive schemes. I find these fascinating subjects; 
these colourful little aircraft are perhaps reminiscent of the Australia 
aero club movement’s “Golden Age”. 
 
A Note for Modellers - Hopefully these articles may inspire a model - 
if so you will be using the Airfix (1/72nd) or Aeroclub (1/48th) kits. Both 
these kits depict the broad-chord rudder (easily identified by the dis-
tinctive “kink” where the trailing edge meets the fuselage - however 
nearly all of the aircraft depicted in this article carried the narrow-chord 
rudder. Some minor modification is needed. Further, anti-spinning 
strakes on club DHC-1’s were not carried; VH-RSQ in Fig.14 is an ex-
ception (one more example will occur later). Lastly, the majority of club 
Chipmunks had their spinners removed; the drawings accurately re-
flect the fitting of this or otherwise. 
 
Editor's Note - Rod Blievers who co-operated with Roger Lambert on 
the RAAF Oddity article re the RAAF evaluation of the DHC Chipmunk 
a couple of years ago, has kindly agreed to provide material for a se-
ries (probably 3 parts) on the colour schemes of DHC Chipmunks in 
service with local (Australian) Aero Clubs. 
 
All drawings by myself (Steve Mackenzie) from photos (scans) and 
other info supplied by Rod. More Next issue. 
 
 
 
Royal Newcastle Aero Club 

 
IIn 1949 this club was the first in Australia to acquire a Chipmunk. 
Originally VH-BFT, it was to become VH-RNG in 1958. The club’s last 
five Chipmunks were disposed of in 1961. 
 
Registrations: This club used the RN* range. Registrations used were 
VH-RND, -RNE (used by two successive aircraft), -RNF (again used 
twice), -RNG, -RNH, -RNI (twice also) –RNJ and -RNV. 
 
Colour Schemes: Initially the ex-RAF scheme, with Club ownership 
being denoted only by a badge on the rudder. Some, but certainly not 
all, aircraft carried a rear fuselage Yellow band, varying both in width 
and location - it was not the original RAF marking. 
 
 Towards the end of 1960 a simple though rather elegant scheme ap-
peared; the club began painting their aircraft overall White with a thin 
fuselage stripe, anti-dazzle panel, wing and tail plane tips and curved 
fin chevron in Maroon. 
 
 

by Rod Blievers 

���	�����������������
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RNAC  badge in colours of Fawn (light Brown), Light Grey (central 
circle, Black/White Eagle, Black lettering. 
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Fig.2 - VH-RNJ (C1-0486, ex WG412, G-AOUC); to RNAC on 21.12.1956, struck off register on 20.7.1961, used as basis 
for Aerostructures “Sundowner” conversion, marked as “VH-CXZ” but never registered, exported to US as N8DW. 
Another early RNAC Chipmunk, this one sans spinner. Note the differently positioned yellow fuselage band. 

Fig.1 - VH-RND (C1-0092, ex WB655); to RNAC on 12.10.1956, crashed Williamtown NSW on 20.9.1964. 
The RNAC’s first scheme showing very little change from RAF use – note that the yellow band was NOT the RAF Trainer Band marking. The 
rather crude “5” was applied for a rally held c.1959, which involved flying from Newcastle to Cambridge in Tasmania. 

Fig.3 - VH-RNE (C1-0162, ex WB714, G-AOUB); to RNAC on 20.3.1958, sold to RVAC as VH-RVG on 4.10.61, crashed near 
Scoresby Vic on 10.12.1961 when a propellor blade failure resulted in the engine separating in flight. 
This Chipmunk is in the later, rather elegant overall white scheme with maroon trim. Note how both the wing and elevator tips are also trimmed. 
The club badge has been moved subtly higher up on the rudder also. 
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Fig.3a - upper view of VH-RNE showing the layout of the wingtip and tail plane trim, plus the position of the Regos on the upper wing (in Maroon 
on this scheme). Note the upper/lower views are to a smaller scale than the side views. This is necessary, otherwise they will not fit on the page. 

Royal Aero Club of NSW 
 
 Following the RNAC’s lead, the RACNSW purchased another Cana-
dian-built DHC-1A-1 (VH-AFR) in 1950. From 1954 the club added 
further Chipmunks with the fleet growing to 8 aircraft. By 1968 only 
three were left; following VH-FTA’s infamous accident that year the 
other two had gone by 1969. 
 
Registrations: The RACNSW had a scheme whereby individuals or 
companies sponsored aircraft purchases; so apart from VH-AFR the 
next few aircraft (VH-AJD, -BNU –CBM and –FTA) reflected appropri-
ate initials. Some rationalization took place to move them into the RS* 
block, with AJD becoming RSP, BNU to RSR and CBM to RSV. 
Oddly FTA (named after TA Field’s estate) remained unchanged. 
Other aircraft were VH-RSJ, -RSK, -RSM, -RSN, -RSQ and –RSV. 
 
Colour Schemes: The club’s first Chipmunk was painted in the same 
overall blue scheme as carried by their Tiger Moth fleet. However, 
with the influx of ex-RAF aircraft in high-quality overall silver this 
scheme was retained. The club’s markings then seemed forever in a 
state of flux; it is apparent they could never settle on a definitive 
scheme! The following drawings will offer a clearer explanation. 

This is the original version of the RACNSW badge (as far 
as Chipmunks go). 
 
Wings and Kangaroo – Red 
Ribbing on Wings, Outline to central disc, and Queen’s 
Crown – Metallic Gold colour. 
Central disc – Dark Blue 
Lettering – White 
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Fig.5 - VH-AJD (C1-0446, ex WG357); to RACNSW on 21.10.54, changed to VH-RSP on 15.8.1956, sold as VH-ESP on 
9.9.1967, subsequently VH-RSP again, remains current. 
VH-AJD was in fact the very first ex RAF Chipmunk to arrive in Australia (in 1954). The added Black trim, which swept up around the rear of the 
canopy, is the Club’s first addition to the RAF colour scheme. Subsequently this aircraft was noted carrying the club badge across the fin & rud-
der. Note the “spray bar”, one of many vain attempts to cure the Chipmunk’s oily belly. 

Fig.4 - VH-AFR (Can.18, ex G-ACKS), to RACNSW on 13.10.1950, crashed during low-level aerobatics at Narrandera 
NSW on 7/1/1955. 
When this aircraft, the RACNSW’s first Chipmunk, arrived it was painted in the same overall Dark Blue scheme as the Club’s Tiger Moths. The 
registration was carried in 20’ high letters on the rear fuselage in Black (almost completely lost against the dark background) with the club badge 
across the fin & rudder. 

Fig.6 - VH-RSV (C1-0466, ex WG393, VH-CBM); to RACNSW on 7.1.1957, sold in 1963, subsequently VH-WAU, VH-AFG, 
VH-ZIT, exported to US in 1998. 
By 1959, the RACNSW made a more determined attempt at denoting their ownership, adding a stylized Blue/Black cowl and Yellow fuselage 
band trimmed in Black. Reminiscent of the previous scheme, the band still sweeps up behind the canopy. The repeated “last letter” on the cowl 
is also Yellow. This aircraft carries the early version of the RACNSW Wings already seen on their DH.82’s. 
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Fig.8 - VH-FTA (C1-0499, ex WG425); to RACNSW on 8.11.1955, crashed having failed to recover from a spin near Cam-
den NSW on 27.1.1968. 
At some stage around 1964 the fuselage band had gone, with the RACNSW badge now re-located to that position. The badge has been altered; 
the winged kangaroo is now on a white field, while the wings are of a “droopy” shape and are in pale blue. The fuselage band’s function has 
been replaced by narrow Black/Orange Day-Glo stripes on the wingtips and rudder. 

Fig.7 - VH-RSR (C1-0500, ex WG426). To RACNSW as VH-BNU on 23.6.1954, registration changed to VH-RSR on 
24.4.1957, ditched into Lake Macquarie on 10.4.1961. 
Hardly had the paint dried when this scheme was again amended; now the bar from the cowling terminated horizontally beneath the canopy. 
This scheme seems to have been more widespread than the earlier version. 

Fig.9 - VH-RSQ (C1-0075, ex WB640); to RACNSW on 4.1.1957, sold 14.4.1969, exported to the US as N640WB in 2005. 
Subtle changes occurred with the previous scheme too. The badge’s wings are now in dark Blue (perhaps the previous pale Blue was lost 
against the Silver background?) while this aircraft now sports a White spinner with a Red spiral. 
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Fig.10 - VH-RSK (C1-0024, ex WB572, VH-BON); to RACNSW on 10.7.1961, sold 14.5.1969, remains current. 
By 1966, yet more meddling and two entirely new schemes were introduced in parallel. RSK was painted with a simple Black cheatline comple-
mented by a White outlined Green fuselage band, with the badge now contained in a rectangular box. The rudder, outer wing panels and tips 
were festooned with Green and White chequers. Allegedly the Green colour was used in deference to the club’s Irish CFI, Pat Gallagher! A 
rather ferocious “shark’s mouth”, complete with an “eye”, appeared on the cowl. VH-RSK’s spinner seems to have changed colour often; as de-
picted here it was also in Green. Note too the “Clubs” card suit symbol on the rudder. 

Fig.10a - upper view of VH-RSK showing the layout of the wingtip and tail plane cheques, plus the position of the Regos on the upper wing (in 
Black on this scheme, and most others here). 
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Fig.12 - VH-RSP. 
By 1967 the Shark’s Mouth had gone. RSP now had black spinner and a red “Diamond” on the fin. 

Fig.11 - VH-RSP (C1-0446, ex WG357); see notes for VH-AJD. 
While RSK was painted with Green and White scheme, the club’s other three Chipmunks gained a Yellow and Black scheme! The Black 
trimmed-Yellow fuselage band had re-appeared again, along now with a Yellow fuselage flash (narrowly edged in Black). The chequers were 
now Black & Yellow. 

Fig.13 - VH-FTA. 
FTA had devolved into a nearly identical scheme, though the registration on the fin was notably smaller. This aircraft now carries a Black 
“Spades” symbol. The aircraft was lost in 1968 painted in these colours. 
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Fig.14 - VH-RSQ. 
The loss of VH-FTA in 1968 cast a pall over the surviving RACNSW Chipmunks. Both VH-RSQ and VH-RSK had the tapered SA29 anti-
spinning strakes fitted immediately after this accident, but were sold the following year. By this stage the scheme was both neat and simple, de-
void of the garish chequers, though the Card Suit theme was continued with the Red “Heart” on the fin. 

Fig.14a - VH-RSQ.- View showing the position of the Rego under the port wing of VH-RSQ. Note that all the profiles carry their Regos in this 
position (mostly in Black). They are not shown below the port wings on the side profiles however due to the difficulty in drawing them (they are 
very truncated when viewed from the side !!). This view also shows the anti-spin strakes on VH-RSQ, these are 24" long and 4" wide where they 
meet the horizontal tailplane. A recent photo (courtesy of Rod) of VH-RSK (above) shows the rounded shape of the SA29 anti-spinning strakes 
fitted to a couple of airframes as above. 
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This kit was a bit of an eye-opener, I’m fairly certain it’s a new tool kit, 
or at least an old mould that’s been refined in some way, its definitely 
better than the old Aoshima kit with the same Waterline Series number 
that I also have here. That said, the retooling/revamping is quite pecu-
liar, some parts are excellent, quite up to today’s standards regards 
moulding quality and finesse, yet other parts (in some cases, the next 
part to be added to a finely moulded part !), seem to have been left 
untouched and really do need some refinement. I think a fairly good 
model would result from the kit being assembled and painted OOB, 
but I again decided to give myself some extra dramas and challenges 
by adding various bits from the two Tom’s Modelworks IJN Battleships 
brass sets, which cover all IJN WW2 battleship classes except the Ya-
mato class. That pair of big ugly buggers get their own dedicated set in 
700th scale from Tom’s and others !< 
 
 Onto assembly and its waterline only, usual thing - hull upper and wa-
terline plate, plus a weight and a couple of halved rectangle shaped 
parts to hold it down, no dramas whatever and no brass added at this 
stage. I soon had a good looking and very nicely detailed hull, main 
and secondary deck, plus all main turrets (which I also assembled at 
this stage), assembled straight from the box. 
 
 Following that lot, its time to start assembling the lower part of the su-
perstructure upon which the “pagoda” (upper superstructure decks as-
sembled round a mast) sits. No problems here, although I had a bit of 
a problem getting the brass deck edge railings pre-bent to shape to fit 

round all the zigzag corners ! 
 
 Next stage is the “Pagoda”… I thought I’d build it off the ship and 
brass it when complete… Luckily, I realised how difficult that was go-
ing to be after I’d assembled the lowest two levels of it, where I discov-
ered that winkling little sections of pre-shaped brass railing into the 
gaps and getting them superglued down in the right places wasn’t go-
ing to be anyting like easy ! I quickly separated the two decks (luckily 
the glue hadn’t set !) and railed then painted each deck involved indi-
vidually before assembling them onto the lower superstructure… It 
took a few hours here and there across the next few days til I had a 
completely assembled, painted and railed pagoda. It does look the 
goods when finished though, so the effort wasn’t wasted ! 
 
It was then time to attack the smokestack, more platforms to be railed 
(and most of the rails to be later infilled with PVA, to represent the 
“blanket” style of splinter protection (made in extempoire style by roll-
ing and wrapping individual seaman’s bedding type blankets with can-
vas hammocks wrapped over the top of them, the lot then tied around 
the ship’s railings), used by the IJN in WW2… Then came the 
moulded plastic “scaffolding” under the foreward stack searchlight plat-
forms and a bit more under the rear stack platforms – all hideously 
overscale, solid moulded and (by the looks) untouched since the origi-
nal kit issue – a big UGH is about the only thing I said of those parts 
which can be printed in these pages !!. Out those parts went, binned 
extremely sharpish, I wasn’t going to paint them black or extremely  

By Matthew Ward 
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dark grey and then drybrush over them to bring up the moulded on 
“scaffolding detail – not when I had some rather nicely etched brass 
from the Tom’s frets to play with ! This bought a few problems in itself, 
with various bits of plastic under the platforms having to be removed 
and the “scaffolding itself having to be “modified” (with a pair of sharp 
surgical scissors), before everything fitted as it was meant to… Breath-
ing a hearty sigh of relief, I finally got the lot into position amidships and 
got going on the rear superstructure. 
 
Madness incorporated – photo (previous page) shows the “Pagoda”, 
stack and rear superstructure at a late stage of construction – what 
was planned to be some of the rigging (Signal flag lines in tan, rigging 
and aerial cables in black) is already in place as well ! 
 
 The rear superstructure was a rather simple and well detailed affair, 
which assembled without any trouble at all, until I started on the rear 
mast, which didn’t want to stay aligned in any direction while the glue 
set, a couple of touches here and there with superglue soon had it 
holding up nicely whilst the styrene cement did its job and hardened off 
overnight. Then came the aircraft deck, no biggy, although I had to add 
a fair bit of height to the catapult pedestal to get the correct height (just 
above the rails) on the replacement brass catapult I used. I didn’t 
bother brassing the spotter plane (didn’t have the relevant detail set 
with the struts and prop for same in stock at the time – I do now and it 
will be replaced by a brassed one shortly – promise !). 
 
Finally the job was finished with the addition of a brass jib on the air-

craft handling crane, more rails round the main deck and a drunken 
spiderweb of rigging, which is a representation of the multitude of lines 
which were actually there (I only have so much patience after all !) I 
also used small, carefully applied drops of PVA painted white to repre-
sent the rather prominent insulators used on the various WT aerial 
wires between various places on the superstructure and the overhead 
rigging. I “dotted in” the portholes on the ship’s boats with a .001 Artline 
drawing pen before adding the boats to their brass cradles (WEM lefto-
vers from Bismark – shh !) and added rigging to the boat crane boom, 
the aircraft handling crane and the two highest turret tops (scratcbuilt in 
situ brass wire tripods on those) to finish her off. 
 
 I then based her on my usual simple offcut of 4x1 (for battleships and 
heavy cruisers), other classes get 3x1 or 6x1 offcuts), in this case 
painted “Pacific Ocean Blue” (Humbrol Oxford Blue – shhh !) with the 
usual wake built up from sticky PVA and when dry (about 2 days), the 
wake was painted with 4-5 thin layers of Testors acrylic white over a 
period of a couple of days. 
 
In all its not a bad kit, although unfortunately only available from over-
seas – mine came from Squadron.com (good value at present, due to 
the Aussie Dollar being just above the US in exchange value). I con-
sider myself lucky to have discovered you can’t rail a “pagoda” struc-
ture once its assembled – I’d hate to have discovered that mistook too 
late whilst assembling Aoshima’s new tool Fuso, which comes with a 
very nice partial set of finely etched brass in the kit, which I also have 
here – Fuso’s “Pagoda” is far more complex than Nagato’s ! 
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With this issue, I intend to start a series of articles (3-4) on Dual Seat 
Vampires with the RAAF and RAN. Although these aircraft are rea-
sonably well known, certain aspects such as the early T.33s and their 
use with some operating units is much less so. Some of the users 
and colour schemes have virtually never been illustrated over the 
years. So with that in mind, we will start with the Navy (RAN) usage 
of 10 airframes in this issue. 
 
 When the RAN ordered of 39 de Havilland Sea Venom jet fighters in 
1951, a requirement arose for the Navy to operate an advanced jet 
training aircraft. The Vampire was already in production at the de 
Havilland Australia's (DHA) p1ant at Bankstown for the RAAF, thus to 
order the DH.115 Vampire trainer from DHA was a logical choice. 
The prototype DH.115 trainer first flew in the UK on 15th November 
1950. Designated T.11 in the RAF and T.22 with the Royal Navy, 
many examples were exported around the world as the Vampire T.55. 
 
 Production was also undertaken in Australia by DHA at Bankstown 
under the designations of T.33,34 & 35. The initial 36 airframes for 
the RAAF (serials A79-801 to 836 incl), had the early style tail booms 
without curved fairings, a heavily framed canopy and no ejection 
seats. The RAN acquired 5 airframes to this standard, serialled A79-
837 to 841, under the designation T.34 from 1954 on. DHA later con-
verted one airframe (A79-836) to the later T.11 standard of faired tail 
booms, ejection seats, clear view canopy, increased fuel tankage and 
anti-skid brakes as a prototype. They later built a further 68 airframes 
for the RAAF (A79-601 to 668) to this standard plus one further (A79-
842) for the RAN, as an attrition replacement, with the designation 
T.34A.   
 
 Subsequently all except two of the RAAF T.33s (which had been 
written off) received the new faired tail booms, ejection seats and 
clear view canopy under the designation T.35A (they did not have the 
increased fuel tankage and anti-skid brakes) making them externally 
identical to the T.35. The surviving 3 RAN T.34s (A79-837,838 and 
841) also received the new canopy and ejection seats (they did not 
get the faired tail booms for some reason) as T.34As (although they 
were not to the same standard as A79-842 which shared this desig-
nation). 
 
Colour Schemes and Markings – All RAN Vampires were painted 
overall Aluminium dope (necessary due to their operating environ-
ment and the fact that the fuselage is wooden) with 36" yellow train-
ing bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling 
the rear tail booms (for some reason RAAF T.33/35s appear to rarely 

carry these) as standard. 'NAVY', serials and 'Modex' numbers were 
all in Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. 
They quickly gained 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tails and in later 
years often carried Black/Yellow rudder markings as embellishment. 
 
Initially in 1954-55 at least 3 airframes were operated by 723 Squad-
ron which was then a Fleet Requirements unit with a variety of types. 
They carried the Modex (aircraft in unit) numbers 926 - 928 on the 
nose, with 'NAVY' titles superimposed on the 36" Yellow training 
band on the tailbooms. At this stage roundels were 'pre Kangaroo' in 
all six positions. A79-837 has been quoted as being '927' and '926' 
pictured below appears to be A79-839. 

 
 
 
 

Two T.34 airframes, 926 and 927 carrying the very early markings with 'NAVY' on the rear booms 

By Steve Mackenzie 
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Vampire T.34, A79-839, '926'  723 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, 1954-55. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" Yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. 
NAVY', serials, 'Modex' number 926 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Pre Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. 

In mid 1955 723 Squadron was disbanded, and the RAN Vampires 
were transferred to 724 Sqn which became the jet operational training 
unit (a task which it performed for many years) with at that time Vam-
pires and Sea Venoms. They carried the Modex numbers 956 - 960 on 
the nose, with 'NAVY' titles superimposed on the 36" Yellow training 
band on the tailbooms initially. At this stage roundels were still 'pre 
Kangaroo' until the RAN adopted 'Kangaroo' roundels in all six posi-
tions in late 1956. Also in the photo above (and another that Phil pro-
vided of this formation), they appear to be possibly carrying the 724 
Sqn badge on the nose.  
 
The change to the markings which entailed moving the 'NAVY' titles to 
the nose, and the displaced Modex numbers to the tailbooms to take 
their place on the 36" Yellow training bands, probably happened before 
the changeover to 'Kangaroo' roundels in 1956. The photo to right of 
'980' shows an example of this. Also all available photos I can find of 
airframes with 'Kangaroo' roundels, have the 'NAVY' titles on the nose. 
Also A79-839 and 841 both possibly never carried 'Kangaroos' as they 
were written off during 1956. 
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Vampire T.34A, A79-838, '874'  724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, early 1960s. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. NAVY', 
serials, 'Modex' number 874 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. Note the Yellow/
Black tail stripes have not yet been applied. 

Vampire T.34, A79-837, '980'  725 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, 1955. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. 
NAVY', serials, 'Modex' number 980 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Pre Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. That 
may be the 725 Sqn badge (which I don't have an illustration for) forward of the 'NAVY' title. This airframe was an odd one which served with 
725 Squadron in 1955. 
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In the late 1950s, the Modex numbers used by 724 Squadron 
changed to the 871 to 874 range for the surviving DHA built air-
frames. The only changes were the use of 'Kangaroo' roundels and 
the change to blade type aerials eventually, the former whip aerial 
was moved to below the port wingtip and blade aerials added above 
the port tail boom and below the starboard wing tip (see photos). The 

final change to markings (after adoption of the 'Kangaroos') was the 
addition of Black/Yellow stripes to the rudders (note these varied in 
layout from airframe to airframe). Modex 871 (previous page) is a 
T.34 before conversion to the new canopy etc. Modex 874 above 
(and drawing previous page) is a T.34A with the canopy modifica-
tions. 

Vampire T.34A, A79-840, '804'  724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, 1965. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the 
rear tail booms. NAVY', serials, 'Modex' number 804 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Kangaroo' 
roundels in six positions. Note the Modex numbers changed to the '802 - 809' block in 1963. 724 squadron badge on the 
nose (both sides).Yellow/Black striped rudders. 
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The last major developement was the importation of four Sea Vampire 
T.22 airframes (XA101, XA167, XG766 and XG770) from the U.K in 
1957 and 1959. These were the equivalent to T.35 standard (ejection 
seats, new canopy and tail fins etc) and were evenually marked in 
RAN service as N6-xxx, the 'xxx' being the last 3 digits of the British 

serial. They usually are seen with the Black/Yellow stripes on the rud-
ders, and the blade aerials above the port tail boom and below the 
starboard wing tip, plus a whip aerial below the port wing tip (see pho-
tos). These photos of XA101 must be early in their service, as it is still 
to get the blade aerials, striped rudder, N6 serials etc. 

Vampire T.34A, A79-842, '802'  724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, 1960s. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. NAVY', 
serials, 'Modex' number 802 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. Note this was the 
only airframe with the T.34A designation that had the modified tail boom fins. 
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Sea Vampire T.22, XA101, '873'  724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, early 1960s. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. 
NAVY', serials, 'Modex' number 873 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. Note the 
Yellow/Black tail stripes have not yet been applied. It also carries a Yellow 'Ramjet' insignia just below the windscreen. This almost certainly is 
a reference to the 724 Squadron Aerobatic Team, the 'Ramjets' mounted on Sea Venoms. 
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The previous three photos show Sea Vampire T.22 XA167 '807' at Nowra in the 1960s. Note the Modex repeated on the main under carraige 
door, and the different style to the '807' where carried on the tail boom. 

Sea Vampire T.22, XA101, '873'  724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, early 1960s. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. 
NAVY', serials, 'Modex' number 873 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. Note the 
Yellow/Black tail stripes have not yet been applied. It also carries a Yellow 'Ramjet' insignia just below the windscreen. This almost certainly is 
a reference to the 724 Squadron Aerobatic Team, the 'Ramjets' mounted on Sea Venoms. 

SeSea Vampire T.22, N6-766 (XG766) '808'  724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, 1968. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. 
NAVY', serials, 'Modex' number 808 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. Note the 
Modex numbers changed to the '802 - 809' block in 1963. 724 squadron badge on the nose (both sides). The drop tank (from another air-
frame) has '807' in White on a Black rectangle, plus a Yellow tip. References: 2 photos in the John Hopton collection and Modelcraft 2/1972. 
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Cmdr Norman Lee exiting Vampire T.34A, A79-842, '805'  after the 
last official Vampire sortie at Naval Air Base Nowra, 1970. Phil 
Thompson provided the following comment 'I remember the last RAN 
Vampire flight very well. The caption is slightly misleading because 
Cmdr Norman Lee was no longer at Nowra but in Canberra then. That 
Vampire was taken out of storage some weeks after the actual last 
operational flight so that he could take the prize of having the very last 
flight. So it was staged in that sense with a couple of Navy photogra-
phers to record it all; which was fair enough. 
 
Phil also provided the following comment on the Yellow/Black rudder 
markings when I asked about the fact that they are not present on 
Vampire A79-842 during Cmdr Lee's final sortie above 'The Vampire 
markings at the end to my 

knowledge/recollection from that time were never consistent. One 
example would disappear while another would take its place from 
storage overnight.... My impression about the Yellow/Black markings 
would be that they were more unusual when I was there from 1969 
until the end of Vampires. They were not repainted during that time.' 
 
Editor's Notes - Phil Thompson, ex RAN pilot (Sea Venoms, Vam-
pires, Skyhawks etc) provided all the photos used here (which he 
sourced from various places) and much other info used in this article. 
Many thanks to him for the assistance. All drawings by myself (Steve 
Mackenzie) from photos (scans) and other info supplied by Phil. More 
Vampires next issue. 

Vampire T.34A, A79-842, '805', 724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, 1970. 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. 
NAVY', serials, 'Modex' number 805 (changed from '802' previously carried) and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 
'Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. Note there is a 724 squadron badge carried on the Starboard nose and '0' on the nose under carraige 
door (as per photo above). 
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 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, ni-
trate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and com-
puter scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself. 
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA 
 
 

P016906 - Martin 167F Maryland, 1624/B, 60 Sqn SAAF at RAF 
Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 18 June 1942. 

P016911 - Unidentified B-25C Mitchell, 12th Bomb Group, USAAF at 
RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 21 June 1942. 

P016909 & P016910 - Boeing B-17E Flying Fortress, 41-2454, 
1st Bomb Group (Provisional), USAAF at RAF Heliopolis Airport, 
Egypt 5 July 1942. 

P016907 - Martin 187 Baltimore, unk/C, 21 Sqn SAAF at RAF Helio-
polis Airport, Egypt 21 June 1942. 

P016908 - Unknown RB-24A Liberator of Ferrying Command 
USAAF at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 5 July 1942. 
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P016921 - Lockheed Hudson Mk.III, FH300/M of 459 Sqn RAAF at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 18 June 1942. 

P016914 - Another view of captured Junkers Ju-87B, W.Nr 5763/209-18, at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 3 July 1942. 
P016916 - Unknown de Havilland DH.60 Gypsy Moth, at Moscot 13 Oct 1940. 

P016912 - Unidentified Dornier Do-17Ka, ex Royal Yugoslav Air Force, at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 3 July 1942. 
P016913 - Captured Junkers Ju-87B, W.Nr 5763/209-18, captured by 39 Sqn RAF at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 5 July 1942. 
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Editor's Notes - Two issues ago we had some WWI material, in 
this issue I have used the remainder of that batch of photos. In addi-
tion there are some interesting colour photographs (OK reproduced 
in B/W here because of the printing limitations) of Japanese sub-
jects. Captions are based on the ones held in the Museum records 
and supplied by Mick along with the scans. 
 
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above 
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and 
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to 
identify items required. (Steve)  

P016915 - Captured Messerschmitt Me-110C-5, AX772, 'Belle of Berlin' at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 14 June 1942. 

P016919 - Anson A4-1, 'Y', 1 SFTS RAAF, Point Cook after heavy 
landing on 3 Dec 1940.  

P016922 - de Havilland DH.86B, HK843 of 1 Air Ambulance Unit RAAF after port landing gear collapsed at LG.90 , Egypt 22 Oct 1942. 
P016921 - Lockheed Hudson Mk.III, FH300/M of 459 Sqn RAAF at RAF Heliopolis Airport, Egypt 18 June 1942. 
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by Steve Mackenzie 

As a follow-up to the info in issue 21/2 in RAAF Oddity #16, I'm going to 
take the chance to present an update to that article. Since 21/2 I have 
located a photo which shows A36-2 (the details for which was not previ-
ously known) lurking in the background, and Peter Malone has supplied 
a photo of A36-4 which indicates that the details given in the A.I.M kit 
are not entirely correct. 
 
 A36-1 was ex Newcastle Aero Club and was at least initially operated in 
the Aero Club's colour scheme of Maroon fuselage and Wheel spats 
with Silver (doped) flying surfaces and trim. The RAAF merely replaced 
the original civil rego (VH-ACV) with the RAAF serial A36-1 (in White). I 
have repeated the RAAF scheme here (with very slight amendments), 
the original civil scheme was shown in issue 21/2 for those interested. It 
is possible that this airframe may have been camouflaged later (as per 
A36-4) but we do not have photos of such. 
 
Amongst the material that Dick sent me, was scans of the instructions of 
a 1/72 scale Fairchild F24R/G kit which was produced at one stage by 
'Aircraft in Miniature' (now out of production). This included the same 
scheme of A36-1 as per above and a scheme (credited to Dave Lough-
head from Melbourne) for A36-4 in a camouflaged scheme. Although we 
did not have the actual photo at the time, I reproduced the colour 
scheme for those interested. 
 
The photo from Peter on the next page (which was copied from a imper-
fect original as can be seen) is very valuable for it's rarity as no other 
photo has ever been published of this airframe. It shows that as ex-
pected the airframe is camouflaged in a  Foliage Green and Earth 
Brown upper surface scheme but the lower surfaces are almost certainly 
RAAF Sky Blue, not a 'light grey' as claimed in the A.I.M instructions. 
Also note the very wavy demarcation between the upper and lower sur-
faces (including the leading edges of the tail planes and the wings). The 
upper surface colours are 'returned' below the leading edges of the 
wings an unusually large amount. 
 
 One other interesting point visible from the photo is that it appears to 
have 4 exhaust stacks exiting below the starboard side of the fuselage 
instead of one large one per A36-1. Some photos of civil, Ranger pow-
ered Fairchild F24R-40s show this sort setup so I have amended the 
drawings to reflect this and other small differences from the original 
drawing.  
 

Several months ago I noticed that Fairchild A36-2 was lurking in the 
background of a photo (see later) taken in probably the 1st half of 1942. 
It was taken at the De Havilland factory in Bankstown where Tiger Moth 
production was undertaken, to record experiments undertaken with 
armed Tigers during this period of national emergency. While the photo 
itself is interesting, it is the airframes in the background that are most of 
interest. In addition to two Moth Minors (1 camouflaged and 1 that looks 
to be half way through a repaint from Yellow to camouflage) plus a Short 
Scion (not a CAC Gannet as I initially thought), we have A36-2.  
 
 The general concensus from a number of people who I discussed this 
with on email (thanks Guys, you know whom you are) was that it is 
painted Yellow overall. Compare to the half painted Moth Minor and the 
Yellow prop tips on the Tiger Moth in the foreground. A36-2 was a 
Fairchild F24K with an earlier version of the Ranger engine than the 
later F24Rs. It is very similar excepr the the engine cowl is a bit deeper 
where it joins the rest of the fuselage, resulting in a 'step'. The exhaust 
is still the same large single piece on the starboard side of the cowl as 
with A36-1 however. Also note that I have changed the profile of the 
nose cowling a bit since the original article as further info has come to 
light. 
 
Credits : Thanks greatly to Mick Mirkovic for sending the original photo 
of A36-1 from the AHMWA collection and Dick Hourigan for three (3) 
further photos of the same airframe (see issue 21/2), scale drawings of 
Fairchild F24 variants and the scan from the A.I.M instructions. Also 
thanks to Peter Malone for the photo of A36-4 used in this update. 

Fairchild F24R-9 A36-1, 1 Comm Flt, Laverton, Feb 26 1941. Photo AHMWA P016849 
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Fairchild F24R-9, serial A36-1, 1 Comm Flt, Laverton, Feb 26 1941. 
Scheme is a Maroon fuselage, wheel spats and undercarriage struts. With Silver finish 
Wings, Tail planes (both horizontal and vertical), wing struts, DF 'football' and trim on fuse-
lage and wheel spats. Serials are White. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. 
Ref: photos from Mick Mirkovic and Dick Hourigan. 

Fairchild F24R-40, serial A36-4, 1 Comm Flt (later 1 CU), Laverton, 1943/4. 
Upper surfaces Foliage Green and Earth Brown. Lower surfaces RAAF Sky Blue. Standard 
RAAF war time Blue/White roundels in six positions plus fin flashes. Serials in Light Grey. 
Ref: Photo above via Peter Malone. 
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Fairchild F24K A36-2, 1 Comm Flt , probably 1942. 

Fairchild F24K, serial A36-2, 1 Comm Flt, at Bankstown, 1942. 
Colour scheme - overall 'Loening Yellow' which was a standard colour used by Fairchild. 
Standard RAAF Blue/White/Red roundels in six positions (no fin flashes). Serials in Black. 
Ref: Photo above. 
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By Steve Mackenzie 
 Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured 
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance 
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be 
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the 
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measure-
ment of many of them as reference for kits that have been released 
over the years.  
 
 This time we have the common U.S Army M8 Armoured Car from WW.
II. These will be useful for anyone completing one of the recently re-
leased Italeri kits etc. 
 

Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to ac-
cess these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them 
as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate photo 
credits being acknowledged. 
 
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of North 
Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written 
authorisation.  
 
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half 
divided into 6" and 1" segments. 
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One reason that I needed a Hart Trainer profile was to enable me to 
run a RAAF Oddity article on this example used by 450 Squadron 
RAAF. In Sep 1941 the unit moved to Rayak (Syria) to operate as an 
OTU, training 20 pilots (mostly Australians) on Hurricane Mk.Is. At 
the time they also had a Magister and from memory two Hart Trainers 
(one was K6417) for gunnery training. This is before the unit became 
operational and started receiving P-40E Kittyhawks in Jan 1942.  
 
This airframe would have originally been painted in the overall Alu-

minium doped scheme. It has been roughly locally camouflaged after 
the shooting war started in Dark Green/ Dark Earth upper surfaces 
(Temperate scheme). The painting is quite rough with brush marks 
showing and heavily weathered in the photo. We do not really get a 
look at the lower surfaces here but I am assuming they retained their 
original Aluminium dope. One unusual aspect that can just be seen in 
the original print is that the upper wing roundels remained 'A' type 
(and not the usual wartime 'B' type).  

Hawker Hart Trainer (Trop), serial K6417, 450 Sqn RAAF, Rayak, Sep 1941. 
Colour scheme is as above with Black serials. Roundels are 'A' type above and below the wings and 'A1' for the fuselage. 

by Steve Mackenzie 
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Restoration of Horrie Miller’s CAC CA-6 Wackett VH-AIY at the Avia-
tion Heritage Museum of WA, after 6 year’s of work is now complete. 
Allen Buzza  and his team of volunteers have completed an excellent 
restoration of this aircraft, inside and out. Following in a series of  pho-
tos taken before the restoration was completed and post restoration in 
March, 2008. Note : Rear cockpit instrument panel was never fitted to 
this aircraft during it’s civilian flying days and was not fitted during the 
restoration, but everything else was restored to new and part of the 
lower portside fuselage fabric was left off, so visitors could see in the 
interior structure on the cockpit area. I’ve also scanned photos from 
the Wackett repair and maintenance manual for comparison to the 
restored aircraft.. (Mick Mirkovic - March, 2008). 

 Due to having a lot of Aircraft orientated material already in this issue, 
I have held the Wackett manual scans, of which there are a large num-
ber, over to next issue. (Steve - Editor). 

by Mick Mirkovic 
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This kit Kit is injected moulded plastic with resin and metal etched parts. 
It is an all new tooling.  
 
Parts:- 130 plastic parts  pIus 21 clear plastic parts, 32 resin parts, two 
transparent films and 2 decal sheets.</P> 
 
Mouldings:- High quality limited run type injected moulded with only a 
very few small sink marks. Some flash on the resin engine cylinders 
which will need removing. Very clear transparencies and a well printed 
decal sheet</P> 
 
General comment:- After a gestation of some five years the best kit of 
the Boomerang to date is now available. Whilst no kit is perfect the 
amount of detail that Special Hobby has incorporated is tremendous 
and with a few corrections a very detailed and accurate replica can be 
built. 
 
The fuselage length is correct (27 ft 9 & 27/32 in) however the wing 
span measures up at 36 ft 6 in, this equates to 6 inches over scale 
which equals 1/16 of an inch at each wing tip which really will have no 
effect on the appearance of the finished model. 
 
An almost cockpit frame is the first section to be built as it is the only 
way all the internal components can be mounted. No lower cross tubes 
for the frame are provided, however a floor panel which represents the 
top of the wing centre section is used to tie the side frames together. All 
this area is the same cockpit colour. With all the otheer parts above this 
floor, the lack of cross tubes and floor mounted fuel gauges will hardly 
be noticed. 
 
The detail achieved is a credit to SH’s analysis of the data I sent them 
with only two easy corrections required. 
1. Straighten the upper head rest area of the armour plate (C 11). The 
head rest (D12) was brown leather. 
2.The two switch boxes (C6 and C7) are mounted with their outer edges 
angled aft by 20 degrees. 
 
The lower section of the control column (C 17) is also the same grey/
green colour as the rest of the cockpit. The seat rails (D23) are chrome. 
The only parts not there are the arm rest covers from the canopy rails 
which cover the top cockpit tubing, however, these probably won't be 
seen with a closed canopy. The wooden fuselage covering is well repre-
sented however some modelers may wish to engrave a circle on the 
rear right hand side to match the one on the other side, which is the 
cover over the rear lifting tube. 
 
Subtle detail that has not been overlooked is the bell crank and cables 
for the rudder, supplied as etched parts. Reference photos will be 
needed to help locate the slot in the side panel that the cable exits 
through. The resin engine is built up with separate cylinders with individ-
ual intake and exhaust tubes connecting to the manifold. The push rod 
tubes have to be scratch built, however their locations are clearly 
marked. Of the three boxes on the nose gear casing only the centre top 
one for the propeller governor is applicable, as the magnetos are 
mounted on thr rear casing of the R1830-53C4G engine. 

 
The only item not supplied are the ignition leads to 
the individual spark plugs. Sixteen cylinders are 
supplied giving two spares in case of problems 
when cleaning them up. Even the inside surfaces 
for the top air intake and lower oil cooler duct and 
radiators are supplied, the inside of the cowls were 
painted Aluminium. This area is a comprehensive 
model on its own, completed with delicate resin 
cowl flaps in a slightly open setting. 
 
Extensive detail is provided inside the wing to rec-
reate the front spar and the centre oi1 cooler duct 
support plus solid mounts for the main landing 
gear. These legs incorporate the support rod for 
the upper door, with the lower door accurately lo-
cated by a lug and pin to the leg and wheel. To be 
strictly accurate the wheel door should not be flat 
but curved two ways so that it blended the wheel 
well fairiing into the wing when retracted. 
 
The oblong panel on top of the wing tip should be 

sanded down slightly before attaching the navigation light and 
the same shape should be engraved for the lower light attachment 
panel. Remember when you paint them RED to PORT and GREEN to 
STARBOARD. Whilst there are clear lenses for the wing landing lights 
no detail inside is provided. A simple fix will be to glue a vertical plate 
behind it, paint it matt black and fit a silver disc to represent the lamp. 
The lower colour view gives the only clue to the colouring of the three 
lower identification lights (C5). 
 
Resin inserts are used for the machine gun apertures and cannon bar-
rels for the wing leading edge which will need carefull removal from the 
casting block. Another nice detail is the use of etched rods for the ai-
leron trim tab actuators. The reproduction of the fabric covering on all 
flying controls surfaces must be one of the most accurate seen to date, 
no saggy fabric here! The cockpit transparencies are supplied in three 
sections, however, at this stage it is not clear whether the canopy can 
positioned open. The inside of the windscreen and canopy were cockpit 
grey/green with the backing for the rear windows in matt black. 
 
Tiny clear nav. Lights (E11) are supplied for the fin which should be left 
clear. Fitment of the ventral fuel tank is optional as it not fitted in any of 
the photos of the four options and only A46-52 has the external mirror 
on the windscreen (part D38). 
 
Decals:  A sharply printed sheet with national markings for one with in-
dividual serial numbers and code letters with a complete set of accurate 
stencils. There are a number of issues regarding the colours of the 
codes and painting data. 
1. The GUNZE colour quoted for Sky Blue is far too bright, new R.A.A.F 
Sky Blue is equal to FS #25550 and it faded quickly due to service con-
ditions. The GUNZE number for faded Sky Blue is H314 (FS #35622). It 
should be noted that the Australian paints were a satin finish  when 
new. 
2. A46-52 is all over Foliage Green (i.e. no Sky Blue under surfaces!). 
No C.A.C. insignia on the rudder. 
3. A46-62 Should have the code letters R in Sky Blue and its name on 
both sides of the nose. (Only one name is supplied). 
4. A46-93 The original colour of the codes matches the decal sheet Me-
dium Sea Grey. 
5. A46-95 Squadron codes should be Sky Blue and there is no C.A.C. 
insignia on the white rudder. 
 
All these comments have been made from close inspection, actually 
building the kit will no doubt provide more information. I personally give 
tbis kit 95 out of 100 for accuracy and attention to detail and look for-
ward to clearing the work bench to start building all four options. 
 
P.S - My compact guide to CAC Boomerang colours with FS references 
has been printed by Red Roo Models in their 'Little Red Book of Model-
ling Stuff'. This is essential for this kit. 
 
Richard Hourigan, June 2008. 
 
 
 

by Dick Hourigan 
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No.310 (Czechoslovak) Squadron 1940-1945 
 
By Tomas Polak (Author) & Philedition (Publisher) 
 
Another in the expanding series of publications under the Philedition 
imprint of RAF Squadron histories. These books are privately printed 
by Phillipe Listermann in France. This is the 1st in the series, the oth-
ers being on 312, 485, 137 and 501 Sqns. 
 
Phillipe has privately published these histories in combination with sev-
eral different authors. The 310 Squadron history is authored by Tomas 
Polak (with Jiri Radlich & Pavel Vancata). The Colour Scheme profiles 
were done by Malcolm Laird from Ventura Publications. The info below 
comes from Phillipe's website (see later):  
 
“No.310 (Czechoslovak) Squadron was among the first of the foreign 
volunteer squadrons to be formed during the summer of 1940. In June 
1940, many Czechoslovakian pilots who had been fighting with the 
French decided to escape to the United Kingdom to continue the strug-
gle against the Nazis. These pilots were, after a short period of retrain-
ing, and despite many problems of tactics and language, rushed into 
the Battle of Britain one month after their arrival in the UK. 
 
After the Battle of Britain, this unit continued to operate against the 
Germans and performed well until the war’s end. However it was al-
ways restrained by a shortage of replacement pilots and occasionally it 
had to be based far from any German aerial activity to avoid irreplace-
able losses. 
 
Like all the booklets of this series, it is divided into three parts, history, 
appendices (comprising all the claims, losses including accidental, 
awards, maps and the operational diary) and pilot's roster. Almost 170 
pilots were either posted, or attached, to this unit including five British, 
one New Zealander, one Rhodesian and one Pole. This publication is 
a complete history of the squadron and it is illustrated by more than 
100 photos and colour profiles, 96 pages". 
 
This book is available direct from Phillipe Listermann for 19 Euros 
(plus postage). Further information is available from his website as be-
low. Download the Order Form for information on payment options, 
postage costs etc:</P> 
 
Phillipe Listermann – philedition@wanadoo.fr 
 
Website: www.raf-in-combat.com/index.html 
 
Many thanks to Phillipe Listermann for the review copy 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie 

Allied Wings 
 
By Phillipe Listermann & Alex Crawford (No.4) (Authors) & Philedition 
(Publisher) 
 
No.1 : Spitfire XII - The full history of this variant told in 44 pages. 5 full 
colour art-works (3 are profiles), more than 40 photographs. 12 Euro 
No.2 : Marauder I - 56 pages, more than 40 photographs, some pub-
lished for the first time, six colour profiles. 13 Euro 
No.3 : Northrop BT-1 - 40 pages, around 40 photographs, 11 colour 
profiles. 13 Euro 
No.4 : Whirlwind I - 52 pages with almost 50 photographs, many being 
published for the first time. 10 colour profiles. 13 Euro 
 
This is a different series of publications under the Philedition imprint of 
histories for aircraft types that were only used in small numbers. These 
books are privately printed by Phillipe Listermann in France. The cur-
rently available titles are as listed above. Phillipe has privately pub-
lished these histories, mostly written by himself with Alex Crawford  be-
ing co-author on the Whirlwind book. The Colour Scheme profiles are 
again by Malcolm Laird from Ventura Publications.   
 
Overall this series is very similar to that on the Squadron histories. 
They all have a similar layout - history of all known planes by manufac-

turer's serial and RAF serial, appendices (comprising all the claims, 
losses including accidental, awards, maps and the operational diary) 
and pilot's roster. Included are a large number of superb period photos 
of the men and machines as well as excellent color profiles based on 
some of these images. A role of honor for the men who flew these air-
craft and specific information on each of them is included (where possi-
ble). 
 
These books are highly recommended for those interested in the sub-
ject types. In addition to sourcing them direct from Philedition (as per 
below). Ley Reynolds also stocks them at IPMS (NSW) meetings for 
those wishing to acquire them locally.  
 
This book is available direct from Phillipe Listermann for 12/13 Euros 
(plus postage). Further information is available from his website as be-
low. Download the Order Form for information on payment options, 
postage costs etc:. 
 
Phillipe Listermann – philedition@wanadoo.fr 
Website: www.raf-in-combat.com/index.html 
 
Many thanks to Phillipe Listermann for the review copy 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie 
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Red Roo Models Resin 
 
RRR72124 - 1/72 Scale RAAF Meteor Mk.8 Enhancement Set $28.95 
 
Scales: 1/72nd 
 
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - 18 x A4 pages of colour in-
structions plus resin pieces (see listing of contents). 
 
Review Type: First Look 
 
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Very good quality 
resin with no discernable faults. Exceptional, detailed instructions.  
 
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the 
enhancement of the MPM/Extrakit 1/72 models of this subject.  
 
This Red Roo set is designed to build on and improve the detail in the 
MPM/Extrakit 1/72 injection moulded kits of the Gloster Meteor Mk.8 
(sold as a Mk.8 or Mk.9 depending on the boxing). This set provides 
the necessary pieces in Resin plus some wire (shown on scan) to con-
vert the target kits. 
 
This is an extremely comprehensive set (see the listing of the contents 
attached), the resin parts being very well moulded. Research is done 
by Dick Hourigan, although Dick is best known for his expertise in C.A.
C products, he also has a keen interest in the Gloster Meteor. Instruc-
tions consist of 18 x A4 sheets, being very comprehensive giving multi 
view drawings and photos of the actual airframe with clear instructions 
on how to do the conversion. There is a total of 50 drawings, photos 
etc illustrating the instructions. Colour details are also clearly ex-
plained.  
 
The resin as usual with Red Roo is well moulded with no imperfections 

at all (the attached photos do not do it justice). The instructions take 
you through the construction sequences in a clear and precise manner, 
there being alternate notes for open and closed canopies and the two 
different engine nacelle intake sizes. 
 
Highly recommended, as is the two armament sets for Korean Mete-
ors, RRR772126 Napalm Warhead Rockets and RRR72127 1000 lb 
Bomb Configuration reviewed separately. 
 
All sets are available from Red Roo Models: 
 
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au 
Website: www.redroomodels.com 
Address: Red Roo Models 
P.O Box 113 

%�&����
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Red Roo Models Resin 
 
Catalogue:  Refer to text. 
 
Scales: 1/72nd 
 
Price:- see text 
 
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - four A4 pages of 
colour instructions plus resin pieces. 
 
Review Type: First Look 
 
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Very good quality 
resin with no discernable faults. Good instructions where applicable.. 
 
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in 
the enhancement of models of this subject 
 
RRR72126 – 1/72 scale RAAF Meteor Mk.8 Napalm 
Warhead Rockets $14.95. 
 
This set consists of 8 x Napalm Warhead Rockets plus 8 x the associ-
ated wing racks, designed to detail the 1/72 MPM/Extrakit Meteor Mk.8 
kits. The resin requires cutting from the pouring blocks (as is common), 
but unusually for Red Roo some flash is present on the mouldings 
which will need to be removed. Instruction sheets consist of 4 x A4 
pages and are comprehensive giving multi view drawings and photos 
of the actual items with clear instructions on how to fit the parts to the 
model.  

 

RRR72127 – 1/72 scale RAAF Meteor Mk.8 1000 lb 
Bomb Configuration $14.95 
 
Similarly consisting of 2 x 1000 lb bombs (plus their associated racks 
which I missed scanning), along with 4 x 25lb warhead Rockets and 
their associated racks which are also carried in this configuration. The 
same comments about the quality of the Resin pieces and the need to 
remove a small amount of flash as per the review of RRR72126 above 
applies here also. Once again the instructions are 4 x A4 pages with 
detailed photos and drawings showing the correct fitment of these 
items.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Both sets are available from Red Roo Models: 
 
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au 
Website: www.redroomodels.com 
 
Address: Red Roo Models 
P.O Box 113 
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150 
 
 
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!< 
 
Reviews by Steve Mackenzie 
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Red Roo Models Resin 
 
Catalogue:  RRR72128 – 1/72 scale RAAF Gloster Meteor U.Mk.16/
U.Mk.21 conversion 
 
Scales: 1/72nd 
 
Price:- A$25.95 
 
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets  - Eight x A4 pages of colour 
instructions plus resin pieces and a small decal sheet. 
 
Review Type: First Look 
 
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Very good quality 
resin with no discernable faults. Very Good instructions. 
 
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the 
construction of models of these subjects. 
 
This set consists of 8 x Napalm Warhead Rockets plus 8 x the associ-
ated wing racks, designed to detail the 1/72 MPM/Extrakit Meteor Mk.8 
kits. The resin requires cutting from the pouring blocks (as is common), 
but unusually for Red Roo some flash is present on the mouldings 
which will need to be removed. Instruction sheets consist of 4 x A4 
pages and are comprehensive giving multi view drawings and photos 
of the actual items with clear instructions on how to fit the parts to the 
model.  
 
RRR72128 – 1/72 scale RAAF Meteor Mk.8 1000 lb 
Bomb Configuration $14.95 
 
his set is to convert the MPM/Xtrakit Meteor Mk.8 kit to a RAAF Meteor 
U.Mk.16/U.Mk.21 as used at Woomera. Basically it consists of cutting 
off the kit's nose cone and wingtips and replacing them with the sup-
plied resin pieces. Additionally several other small detail parts are sup-
plied in resin as per the parts list below. 
 
The resin is very well moulded, only the usual removal from small 
moulding blocks (in some cases) and a clean up by a light sanding be-
ing required. The instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving 
multi view drawings and photos of the actual conversion with clear col-
our details given for each of the seven different airframes for which se-
rials are given on the decal sheet. 
 
Each of the seven airframes are different to each other as to the colour 
scheme and details such as aerials, these are clearly explained via the 
instructions plus an additional A3 sheet giving colour side views of 
each one (these are well done and I suspect may be included in an 
eventual Red Roo publication that is being worked on by Dick Hourigan 
for the Meteor). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Both sets are available from Red Roo Models: 
 
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au 
Website: www.redroomodels.com 
 
Address: Red Roo Models 
P.O Box 113 
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150 
 
 
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!< 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie 
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Red Roo Models Resin 
 
Catalogue:  Refer to text. 
 
Scales: 1/48nd 
 
Price:- varies – see text 
 
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets - none supplied plus resin 
pieces. 
 
Review Type: First Look 
 
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Very good quality 
resin with no discernable faults. No instructions applicable.  
 
Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the 
enhancement of models of these subjects. 
 
RRR48147 – 1/48 scale Beaufighter Open Engine 
Cooling Gills $12.95 
 
A simple set of two resin pieces only. we are of course looking at the 
back here (only angle I can use on the scanner) and the rough patches 
there don't matter as they are enclosed within the main part of the 
cowling when assembled with it. Actual gills are fine as expected. No 
instructions, only the header slip as illustrated. Simple way to add open 
gills to your model and recommended. 

 

RRR48125 – 1/48 scale Spitfire Cannon Bulges $5.00 
 
Similarly another simple set of six resin pieces only, finely moulded. 
Again no instructions, only the header slip as illustrated. designed to 
replace the bulges on some of the older brands available of the Spit-

fire. Can be used where appropiate on both Mk.V and Mk.VIII Spitfires 
used by the RAAF. 

Both sets are available from Red Roo Models: 
 
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au 
Website: www.redroomodels.com 
 
Address: Red Roo Models 
P.O Box 113 
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150 
 
 
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!< 
 
Reviews by Steve Mackenzie 
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Greg Anderson from Ozmods sent me the above promotional ma-
terial on the latest issue of their highly regarded 1/48th Multi-media 
Caribou kit. Most interested people will be aware of the previous 
incarnation of the kit which was around several years ago. Greg 
has now re-relaesed it as a special edition which includes a huge 
decal sheet for 20 options. Full details of what is included with the 
kit is available from the Ozmods website at 'http://www.users.
bigpond.net.au/ozmodsscales/main.html'. 


